
 
 
 
 

 

 

Ucan Cultural Park attracts overseas investors and cultural experts 
 

(22 November 2012 - Taiwan) Ucan.com, jointly developed by Hong Kong listed 

company - Culturecom Holdings Limited and Mr. Jay Chou, the Asian music pop star, 

yesterday announced the launch of the first Cultural Park Carnival in Taipei. The 

carnival aims to develop Taiwan into the leader in cultural gaming industry by 

building the Cultural Park and to accelerate the globalization of the gaming industry.  

 

At the launching ceremony, Mr. Wu Den-yih, Vice President of ROC, issued a 

congratulatory telegram to Ucan while Mr. Jay Chou recorded a VCR to express his 

views on Ucan Cloud City and pop cultural gaming industry. Today, the 3D ani-com 

laboratory and other counters will be opened to the public for comers to experience 

the new and creative technology.  

 

Over hundreds of guests are invited to attend the ceremony including Ms. Chu 

Fong-Chi, Ex-Legislator and President of the subsidiary of Chunghua Telecom (China), 

Mr. Lin Chen-Kuo, President of the Taiwan Hong Kong Economic and Cultural 

Cooperation Council, and Mr. Chiang Pin-Kung, Ex-President of Straits Exchange 

Foundation. Besides, over 50 guests from the digital cultural media sector, 

representatives from over 30 overseas investment firms arrived in Taiwan to engage 

in exchanges with 200 related local parties. 

 

The “Socialoke” folk song concert had invited various singers to perform and further 

display how the AR technology, virtual reality and real world amalgamate on the 

Ucan platform. 

Dr. Steve T. Chen, Managing Director of Ucan.com said, Ucan Cloud City is a new 

global gaming platform. In the carnival, the company will let the guests know the 

operation of 3D Cloud City with AR technology, including 3D Cultural(game) Park, 

Online comics library, 3D animation laboratory, etc. so as to experience the 

transformation between virtual reality and the real world.  

Ucan will be fully launched in 2013. Culturecom collaborates with HP to launch the 
“Socialoke” singing contest. The winner will have the opportunity to perform 
alongside Jay Chou in the 2013 World Tour. 
 
About Culturecom Holdings Limited (343.HK) 
Founded in 1979, Culturecom is one of the largest comic publishers and animation 
developers in Asia. Over the past three decades, Culturecom owns over 200 comic 
titles. Our comics have been distributed in 14 countries across the globe and 
translated to 10 different languages. Besides publishing, Culturecom has also 



 
 
 
 

authorized Chinese Gamers Corporation to develop Chinese Hero Online Game in 
2009, which achieved revenue of HKD 550 million in 2 years, and has been the 
highest record of in comic industry. 
 
About Ucan.com 
Ucan.com “Apps City” is a virtual-reality social gaming platform where users can 
interact and share in this online city, in which, you may choose your own avatar, build 
your own house, open your online store and live your dream life without boundary. 
With the full support from our founding shareholder Jay Chou and the abundant 
Hong Kong comic resources from Culturecom, Ucan.com is set to attract millions of 
music and comic fans to co-develop a virtual world with infinite possibilities. 

 
Culturecom website: culturecom.com.hk 
Ucan.com Group website: www.ucan.com 
 
 

 

http://www.ucan.com/


 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 


